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Ways of Structure Building Nov 03 2020 This volume addresses some of the
most important approaches to the following key questions in contemporary
generative syntactic theory: What are the operations available for (syntactic)
structure-building in natural languages? What are the triggers behind them? and
Which constraints are involved in the operations? Internationally recognised
scholars and young researchers propose new answers on the basis of detailed
discussions of a wide range of phenomena (Gapping, Right-Node-Raising,
Comparative Deletion, Across-The-Board movement, Tough-constructions,
Nominalizations, Scope interactions, Wh-movement, A-movement, Case and
Agreement relations, among others). Their discussions draw on evidence from a
rich variety of languages, including Brazilian Portuguese, Bulgarian, Croatian,
English, German, Icelandic, Japanese, Spanish, Vata, and Vietnamese. The

proposals presented illustrate the shift in the locus of the explanation of linguistic
phenomena that characterizes contemporary linguistic theory: a shift, in many
cases, from a model which relies on properties of systems external to narrow
syntax (such as the Lexicon or the Phonetic Form component) to one which relies
on properties of the structure-building mechanisms themselves. The volume will
interest researchers and students of theoretical linguistics from advanced
undergraduate and above.
A Theta Binding Approach to Quantification in English Jan 17 2022
The Acquisition of Spanish as a Second Language Jun 22 2022 This volume
offers an introduction to the field of second language acquisition with a particular
focus on second language Spanish. It connects key issues in the acquisition of
Spanish as a second language to theoretical and empirical issues in the field of
second language acquisition more generally by exemplifying central concepts in
second language acquisition through the exploration of the most widely researched
structures and most recent developments in the field of second language Spanish. It
is written for a non-specialist audience, making it suitable for advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses and readers, while its treatment of recent
empirical developments also makes it of interest to researchers in second language
Spanish as well as allied fields.
Minimal Indirect Reference Oct 02 2020 This book investigates the nature of the
relationship between phonology and syntax and proposes a theory of Minimal
Indirect Reference that solves many classic problems relating to the topic.
B?ta Th?ta P? Sep 13 2021
Kappa Alpha Theta Mar 27 2020
The Catalogue of Phi Delta Theta Dec 16 2021
The Theta System Mar 19 2022 Before she died in 2007, Tanya Reinhart had gone
a long way towards developing the Theta System, a theory in which formal
features defining the thematic relations of verbs are encoded in the lexicon,
enabling an interface between the lexical component and the computational
system/syntax, directly, and the Inference system, indirectly. This book considers
the recent results and evaluations of Tanya Reinhart's research in both theoretical
and experimental domains. After a comprehensive presentation of the framework
by the editors, distinguished linguists from all over the world examine the
underpinning of the Theta System, compare the framework to alternative
approaches, and consider its implications for the architecture of grammar. In
addition, they consider and exemplify the applications of the system and offer
improvements and extensions. The book is an important contribution to linguistic
research. It engages in the key dialogue between competing lexicalist and syntactic
approaches to lexico-semantic problems and does so in the context of an
impressive array of new empirical data ranging from Germanic, Romance, and
Slavic to Ugro-Finnish, and Semitic languages.

The Beta Theta Pi Jul 11 2021
Pi Lambda Theta Journal Aug 20 2019
The Acquisition of Syntax in Romance Languages Jan 05 2021 This volume
includes a selection of papers that address a wide range of acquisition phenomena
from different Romance languages and all share a common theoretical approach
based on the Principles and Parameters theory. They favour, discuss and sometimes
challenge traditional explanations of first and second language acquisition in terms
of maturation of general principles universal to all languages. They all depart from
the view that language acquisition can be explained in terms of learning language
specific rules, constraints or structures. The different parts into which this volume
is organized reflect different approaches that current research has offered, which
deal with issues of development of reflexive pronouns, determiners, clitics, verbs,
auxiliaries, Inflection, wh-movement, rssumptive pronouns, topic and focus, mood,
the syntax/discourse interface, topic and focus, and null arguments.
Theta Delta Chi May 09 2021
The Unicorn of Theta Xi Jul 19 2019
Current English Linguistics in Japan Dec 04 2020
Confessions of an Anarchist Math Teacher Apr 08 2021 “Teaching is about taking
risks and crossing borders. It’s an unpredictable road trip with your family dog.
You have responsibilities and worries, but the dog is always ready to go forward,
to jubilantly explore and happily negotiate a way out of a gunfight.” John Thayer
learned this the weird way after teaching in many schools throughout the country,
and being open to learning from his experiences. Like the time in the ambulance on
the first day of school one year, “That kid has probably always wanted to do that to
a math teacher,” he joked to the paramedics after they found him flopping around
on the pavement like a fish, and wishing he’d taken the bus. In this candid look at
teaching, he challenges the status quo and asks hard questions to get at the heart of
how teachers can solve problems.
Theta News Oct 22 2019
Romance Languages and Modern Linguistic Theory May 29 2020 The
contributions in this volume are selected and revised papers from the 20th
Linguistic Symposium on Romance Languages, held in Ottawa in 1990. They
reflect the state of Romance linguistics carried out within a broadly defined
generative framework.
Locality Domains in the Spanish Determiner Phrase Apr 20 2022 Examining its
subject from a generative perspective, this highly detailed text deals with the
syntax of nominal expressions. It focuses on empirical data taken from the Spanish
language, though the author goes further to draw conclusions of wider theoretical
interest from material culled from other languages too. The book considers crucial
phenomena in the nominal domain, such as extraction out of nominal phrases and
ellipsis in these phrases, as well as their modification. In doing so it provides the

reader with a unified explanation of a number of phenomena that have not
previously been analyzed under a single basic account. In particular, Ticio explores
how economy notions interact with a number of functional categories, with the
length and type of movements allowed, and with the existence of three internal
domains within nominal expressions. She uses these observations to inform her
analysis of the structure of arguments and adjuncts in nominal expressions, and of
the potential these elements have for extraction. To test the empirical adequacy of
her analysis, she employs phenomena such as the properties of attributive
adjectives, partial cliticization and nominal elision in Spanish nominal phrases.
Theta News Oct 26 2022
Theta Healing Sep 20 2019 In 13. Auflage als komplett überarbeitete und
aktualisierte Neuausgabe! Die revolutionäre neue Heilmethode aus den USA
beruht auf dem Theta-Zustand des Gehirns, einer im EEG nachweisbaren
Gehirnwellenkurve, die im Zustand tiefer Entspannung und bei Hypnose auftritt. In
Verbindung mit einem fokussierten Gebet - zu keinem religionsspezifischen Gott und einer klaren Vorstellung der Heilungsabsicht entsteht dabei ein Heilprozess,
der unmittelbar auf die Zellen wirkt und den von der DNA vorgegeben natürlichen
Zustand des Körpers wieder herstellt. Die amerikanische Heilpraktikerin Stibal hat
diese Methode in den 90er Jahren entwickelt, tausendfach angewendet und ein
Schulungsprogramm erarbeitet, das zum Erlernen der Methode für Heilberufe und
zur Selbstanwendung geeignet ist. In ihrem Buch erzählt sie ihren eigenen Weg zur
Entdeckung von Theta Healing, stellt den medizinischen, spirituellen und
psychologischen Hintergrund dar, gibt zahlreiche Anwendungsbeispiele aus der
Praxis und lehrt, welche geistig-seelischen Anforderungen diese Methode an den
Praktizierenden stellt.
Deconstructing the English Passive Jun 29 2020 This book analyzes the form and
function of the English passive from a verb-based point of view. It takes the
position that the various surface forms of the passive (with or without thematic
subject, with or without object, with or without by-phrase, with or without
auxiliary) have a common source and are determined by the interplay of the
syntactic properties of the verb and general syntactic principles. Each structural
element of the passive construction is examined separately, and the participle is
considered the only defining component of the passive. Special emphasis is put on
the existence of an implicit argument (ususally an agent) and its representation in
the passive. A review of data from syntax, language acquisition, and
psycholinguistics shows that the implicit agent is not just a conceptually
understood argument. It is argued that it is represented at the level of argument
structure and that this is what sets the passive apart from other patient-subject
constructions. A corpus-based case study on the use of the passive in academic
writing analyzes the use of the passive in this particular register. One of the
findings is that about 20-25% of passives occur in constructions that do not require

an auxiliary, a result that challenges corpus studies on the use of the passive that
only consider full be-passives. It is also shown that new active-voice constructions
have emerged that compete with the passive without having a more visible agent.
The emergence of these constructions (such as "This paper argues...") is discussed
in the context of changes in the rhetoric of scientific discourse. The book is mainly
of interest to linguists and graduate students in the areas of English syntax,
semantics, and pragmatics.
Advanced ThetaHealing Jan 25 2020 Discover how harnessing the energy of all
things can enrich your life and well-being in this fascinating study on ThetaHealing
In her first book, Vianna Stibal introduced the simple but life-altering technique
that helped her cure what medicine could not: ThetaHealing. This extraordinary
healing modality uses the energy of all things—of All That Is—to instigate
significant chnge in thought patterns, relationships, physical well-being, and so
much more. Now, Stibal draws from thousands of sessions with her clients to
further explore the work, processes, and benefits central to ThetaHealing. In this
book, you will learn more about the importance of Feeling, Belief, and Digging
work. Stibal also guides you through the 7 Planes of Existence, explaining how
they allow you to connect to the highest level of love and energy of All That Is. By
harnessing the power of this mind and body healing technique, you will enhance
your life spiritually, emotionally, and physically.
The Syntax of Spanish Aug 24 2022 A clear and well-organised introduction to
Spanish syntax, assuming no prior knowledge of current theory.
Current Issues in Spanish Syntax and Semantics Jul 23 2022 This text is a
compilation of articles on different aspects of Spanish grammar in the areas of
current theoretical syntax and semantics. Topics covered include: the syntax and
semantics of clitics and clitic doubling; the structure of noun phrases, with special
attention to adjectives; the position of subjects; tense and causation. The
approaches fall within generative grammar, broadly understood, with some
contributions cast in the perspective of the minimalist program. Thus, the book
attempts to offer a balanced picture of state of the art research in these areas. Luis
Silva-Villar is Assistant Professor of Hispanic Linguistics at Mesa State College,
USA.
WORD-FORMATION IN ENGLISH. AN INTRODUCTION Apr 27 2020
Volumul de fa?? este unul de referin?? pentru studiul morfologiei engleze,
realizând o integrare sintetic? ?i relevant? a celor mai importante curente care au
definit domeniul.
The Syntax and Morphology of English Verbs Jul 31 2020 The book provides a
detailed empirical approach to constructing grammatical analysis and theory, in
particular the analysis of English verbs. It develops an integrated formal
description of the English verbal system and offers several theoretical advances in
the treatment of verbs that have escaped formulation until now.

Lexicon and Grammar Feb 06 2021 This text focuses on the need for a formal
lexical theory, analyzing constructions such as causatives, light verbs,
nominalization, null arguments, passives, perfects, and pseudo-partitives.
The Scroll of Phi Delta Theta Nov 15 2021
Verb Phrase Syntax: A Parametric Study of English and Spanish Sep 25 2022
This study is concerned with the structure of verb phrases in English and Spanish,
and with syntactic processes involving VP and Vo. A primary focus of attention is
auxiliary verbs. It is argued that the structure dominating these verbs is essentially
the same in English and Spanish, as is the structure dominating auxiliaries and
'main' verbs in each language. It must be concluded that the occurrence of distinct
syntactic processes affecting auxiliaries and other VP constituents in the two
languages does not follow from parametrization of phrase structure. It is argued
that similarities between the two languages with respect to the composition of socalled "V*" constructions derive from the fact that VP is licensed under both
clauses of the Principle of Full Interpretation, i. e. , predication and sub
categorization. Distinct syntactic processes in English and Spanish are argued to
follow from the fact that there are inflectional features related to each of these
licensing conditions (including specification for [ ± PAST) and nominal
person/number features) which affect government relations in distinct ways,
resulting in parametrization of S-structure representa tions. xi
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Null Subjects Jun 17 2019 This book provides an accessible and original account
of null subject phenomena, and encompasses the most recent findings and
developments.
Cycles in Language Change Nov 22 2019 This volume explores the multiple
aspects of cyclical syntactic change from a wide range of empirical perspectives.
The notion of 'linguistic cycle' has long been recognized as being relevant to the
description of many processes of language change. In grammaticalization, a given
linguistic form loses its lexical meaning - and sometimes some of its phonological
content - and then gradually weakens until it ultimately vanishes. This change
becomes cyclical when the grammaticalized form is replaced by an innovative
item, which can then develop along exactly the same pathway. But cyclical
changes have also been observed in language change outside of grammaticalization
proper. The chapters in this book reflect the growing interest in the phenomenon of
grammaticalization and cyclicity in generative syntax, with topics including the
diachrony of negation, the syntax of determiners and pronominal clitics, the
internal structure of wh-words and logical operators, cyclical changes in argument

structure, and the relationship between morphology and syntax. The contributions
draw on data from multiple language families, such as Indo-European, Semitic,
Japonic, and Athabascan. The volume combines empirical descriptions of novel
comparative data with detailed theoretical analysis, and will appeal to historical
linguists working in formal and usage-based frameworks, as well as to typologists
and scholars interested in language variation and change more broadly.
Case, Referentiality, and Phrase Structure Sep 01 2020 This book proposes that the
two independent conditions on argumenthood, namely, case and referentiality, are
strongly correlated and have to be associated with each other in syntax as syntactic
features. It shows that languages exhibit variation in the way this association is
implemented in their syntax, which presents an explanation for the differences
observed in their phrase structure in terms of (non-)configurationality. Thus, this
book not only presents an innovative overarching theory for case and referentiality,
but also aims to bring a new look at the issues of (non-)configurationality. It
specifically argues for parameterization of functional categories associated with
case and referentiality, which has certain implications not only for the acquisition
but also for the diachronic development of functional categories. Providing rich
comparative data from typologically different languages such as Turkish, Chinese,
Hungarian, English and Japanese, this book is of particular interest to typologists
as well.
The Morphosyntax of Portuguese and Spanish in Latin America Jun 10 2021
Recent trends in syntax and morphology have shown the great importance of doing
research on variation in closely related languages. This book centers on the study
of the morphology and syntax of the two major Romance Languages spoken in
Latin America from this perspective. The works presented here either compare
Brazilian Portuguese with European Portuguese or compare Latin American
Spanish and Peninsular Spanish, or simply compare Portuguese and its varieties
with Spanish and its varieties. The chapters advance on a great variety of
theoretical questions related to coordination, clitics , hyper-raising, infinitives, null
objects, null subjects, hyper-raising, passives, quantifiers, pseudo-clefts, questions
and distributed morphology. Finally, this book provides new empirical findings
and enriches the descriptions made about Portuguese and Spanish Spoken in the
Americas by providing new generalizations, new data and new statistical evidence
that help better understand the nature of such variation. The studies contained in
this book show a vast array of new phenomena in these young varieties, offering
empirical and theoretical windows to language variation and change.
National Library of Medicine Current Catalog Dec 24 2019
Language Processing in Spanish Aug 12 2021 This book presents a set of
contributions to the current flow of psycholinguistic research, with new and
challenging data gathered from Spanish that may illuminate issues about the
generality of language processing models. Although it is possible to find a

considerable amount of papers on psycholinguistic research with the Spanish
language published in English-speaking journals, unfortunately, the scientific
community does not have access to an overview of psycholinguistics in Spain. This
book overcomes these limitations because it brings together state-of-the-art
descriptions of the research and theory of the different subareas of
psycholinguistics currently being studied in Spain. Spanish, the third most widelyused language in the world, differs from English in a number of important respects.
Since English has been predominant in psycholinguistic research, contrasting
properties of Spanish may help to test the generality of language processing
mechanisms and to refine their description. The set of contrasting features
considered in this book includes acoustical and syllabic transparency, shallow
orthography, a much richer morphology, flexibility in word order, less variability
in intonational contours, and the existence of null pronominal subjects for inflected
verbs. There are also interesting contrasts in the frequency of different linguistic
units, whose impact on language processing is also evaluated. One of the main
lines of argument throughout this book deals with the tension between universality
and variation as a way of characterizing the functioning of language capacities and
processes. The variety of topics covered by this book ranges from one end of the
spectrum of language related behavior to the other: speech perception, lexical
access in word recognition, relations between phonological and orthographic
representations, sentence processing, discourse comprehension, and language
production. All chapters focus on questions of general interest within each topic,
and in most cases they appeal to one particular feature of the Spanish language that
is relevant for a given question. Most chapters show the indisputable importance of
crosslinguistic research in psycholinguistics to improve understanding on whether
universal cognitive mechanisms and language specific routines underlie the ability
of understanding and producing language.
The Catalogue of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity Oct 14 2021
Verb Raising and Theta-Driven Movement Feb 18 2022 Under the framework
of the Minimalist Program, this book attempts to clarify that greedy movement in
Japanese fulfills locality and is driven by checking theta roles as well as Case,
categorial features, and so on as formal features. The findings are as follows: the
Spec of TP and an uninterpretable [+V] feature make successive cyclic verb raising
possible, thus producing a complex verb (Multiple Predicate Formation). MPF and
the [+ Spec TP] parameter attribute nonobligatory controlled PRO in the subject
position of the adjunct to checking the nominative Case at the Spec of TP within
the adjunct. Overt verb raising beyond the nonfinite clause boundary enables the
long distance A-movement in the control constructions. The derivational difference
among ni direct passives, ni indirect passives, and ni yotte direct passives is due to
the three corresponding types of checking theta roles and Case. The impossibility
of scrambling ni indirect passives is predicted by the exhaustion of the theta roles.

The semantic difference between o-causatives and ni-causatives is caused by dative
NP's checking Case and theta roles. No passives of noncoercive causatives are
produced because of the exhaustion of theta roles at TP. The passivization in
double object constructions are limited by the functions of dative markers in Case
and theta role checking.
Maya or Mestizo? Mar 07 2021 The Maya of the Yucatán have long been drawn
into the Mexican state's attempt to create modern Mexican citizens (mestizos). At
the same time, they have contended with globalization pressures, first with hemp
production and more recently with increased tourism and the fast-growing
influence of American-based evangelical Protestantism. Despite these pressures to
turn Maya into mestizo, the citizens of the small town of Maxcanú have used subtle
forms of resistance—humor, satire, and language—to maintain aspects of their
traditional identity. Loewe offers a contemporary look at a Maya community
caught between tradition and modernity. He skilfully weaves the history of Mexico
and this particular community into the analysis, offering a unique understanding of
how one local community has faced the onslaught of modernization.
The Rattle of Theta Chi May 21 2022
Proceedings of the 10th West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics Feb 24
2020 Forty-one papers from the 1991 West Coast Conference on Formal
Linguistics are included. The papers deal with diverse topics ranging from the
traditional linguistic fields of phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics to the
rapidly developing areas of cognitive and discourse linguistics.
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